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Visual Art: Cultivating Christian Viewers
Abstract
"People cannot always explain visual images literally; many ontological images and concepts are highly
metaphorical."
Posting about interpreting visual works of art from In All Things - an online journal for critical reflection on
faith, culture, art, and every ordinary-yet-graced square inch of God’s creation.
https://inallthings.org/visual-art-cultivating-christian-viewers/
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To commence the art exhibition schedule in Dordt’s Campus Center Gallery this year,
the art department displayed The Donna Spaan Collection of Contemporary Art. The
theme of Spaan’s collection is “Light: God’s Eternal Presence.” She says that the
collection was motivated in part by attending the Calvin Institute of Christian Worship
symposium a few years ago: “In the art gallery, I heard symposium participants—church
people—talking intensely together about the artworks on display. They were discussing
them in a very literal way. And I thought, ‘Maybe a way to move people out of that
worldview would be an art collection that opens up their imaginations.’”
Spaan’s statement reminds me that people cannot always explain visual images literally;
many ontological images and concepts are highly metaphorical. Metaphors are
conceptual; they are not just a matter of words. According to Lakoff and Johnson, “The
essence of the metaphor is understanding and experiencing one thing in terms of
another.”1
In visual art, metaphors are directly correlated to the design process and linked to formmaking. It is through the potential of the metaphor that an image can transcend the
vividness and veracity of form.
Some of the basic concepts or principles that students learn in design theory is that the
aesthetics of formal elements comprise the tried and true adages of “unity in diversity,”
“repetition with variety,” or “harmonious disorder.” The pattern is the way to establish
formal unity between the similarity of visual elements and the different sizes, shapes,
textures, and the intrinsic colors in the picture. The pattern does not have to be obvious
in the final result; rather, it could be allusive by the balance of the pictorial subjects and
principles. However, often art viewers have been conditioned to not recognize the visual

language—the interplay of continuity and disruption. Speaking into this idea, George
Nelson in his book How to See writes, “Just how much any of us sees of the most
intimate personal environments is an open question. Can you describe to colors and
pattern of any rug in your dwelling? The wallpaper in the bedroom? When were they
last looked at?”2
In addition, the British author named Joyce Cary brilliantly described one of the best
ways to look at a picture in his novel entitled The Horse’s Mouth.3 The main character
and narrator is the artist-painter, Mr. Gulley Jimson. In one scene, Jimson and his friend
Cokey are looking at one of his paintings and all she can see is “a totty.” “You don’t
know what a picture is, Cokey,” says Jimson.
Jimson wonderfully explains the visual language/visual pattern of a painting by first
reciting a passage from the poem, “Milton” by Romantic poet and artist, William Blake:
…And the sons of Los build moments and minutes and hours
And days and months and years and ages and periods,
wondrous buildings…
…I’ll show you how to look at a picture, Cokey. Don’t look at it. Feel it with your eye.…
And first you feel the shapes in the flat—the patterns, like a carpet.… And you feel it in
the round. Not as if it were a picture of anyone. But a coloured and raised map. You feel
all the rounds, the smooths, the cools and warms. The colors and textures. There’s
hundreds of little differences all fitting in together.4
Carl Sandburg once wrote in his Complete Poems that, “Poetry [visual art] is the opening
and closing of a door, leaving those who look through to guess about what is seen
during a moment.” With this passage in mind, it takes a certain kind of humility to view
an artwork by not “reading into it,” but better yet, taking time to cultivate a process of
“drawing out” the significance of the artwork.
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